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Communication status to your site (traffic) 

Real-time, high-performance
analytics and reporting

Did you know that 34% of Business that collect data
on their site traffic Don’t Know What to do with it?

Over the past few years, marketers have seen a slew of online channels develop. we

helps marketers make sense out of the massive amounts of data that is coming in.

The bottom line? Asecro “Web & SNS Marketing”  provides actionable intelligence

to understand what is going on with your digital strategies and marketing initiatives.

We don't just give you the raw data. We provide actionable insights and clear recommendations to drive traffic and optimize your site's performance. Asecro “Web & SNS

Marketing” gives you a complete understanding of your audience and idustry trends, insight to optimize SEO/SEM, and tools to benchmark against competitors.

The audience demographics data comes from voluntary demographics information

submitted by people in our global traffic panel. The data is for the past 12 months,

updated monthly. The audience geography data describes where visitors to this site

over the past month are located, and how the site is ranked in popular countries.

The demographics data consists of:

Gender, education, browsing location, Age, income, ethnicity and children

By Estimated Site Metrics. Not all websites implement our on-site analytics and publish the results. For these sites, we show estimated metrics based on traffic patterns

across the web as a whole. We identify these patterns by looking at the activity of millions of web users throughout the world, and using data normalization to correct for

any biases. The more traffic a site gets, the more data we have to calculate estimated metrics. Estimates are more reliable the closer a site is to being ranked #1. Global

traffic ranks of 100,000+ are subject to large fluctuations and should be considered rough estimates. If a site has Certified Metrics instead of estimated, that means its

owner has installed code allowing us to directly measure their traffic. These metrics have a greater level of accuracy, no matter what the ranking

Dont be one of them

34%

WEB ANALYTICS BY ASECRO

Bringing Information Into Focus

Your web and your competitors ranking

Who visits your website?

Keywords from Search Engines

Web Consulting
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Gender
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Browsing Location
1. Keyword a 15.53%

2. Keyword b 0.75%

3. Keyword c 0.33%

4. Keyword d 0.31%

5. Keyword e 0.23%

Keyword

Which search keywords send traffic to this site?

Percent of Search Traffic

To dominate your competitors, your website must be appealing, unique, and rank at the top of Google. Our website services can help you set up your website properly

and avoid costly mistakes. Our consulting, web design, and search engine optimization (SEO) solutions will guarantee your business increased visibility and more

customers. Our website consulting team is personal, easy to work with, and committed to helping you obtain more customers.

Benchmark your site with key idustry metrics, uncover SEM opportunities, and reveal competitor’ traffic strategies with our suite of competitive intelligence tools



Asecro “Web & SNS Marketing” gives you a complete understanding of your audience and idustry trend, insights to optimize SEO/SEM, and tools to benchmark

against your competitors side by side.

Competitor

Your Website.

Competitor Website.

Asecro

www.asecro.com/analytics/siteinfo/yourwebsite.com
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1. Keyword a 15.53%

2. Keyword b 0.75%

3. Keyword c 0.33%

4. Keyword d 0.31%

5. Keyword e 0.23%

Keyword Percent of Search Traffic

yourwebsite.com

How Popular is your website

88,913 213

Traffic Ranks

Global Rank Rank in your Country

Who visit your website

Who visit your website
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6,934 6,934

Audience Demographics - how similar is this site's audience to the general internet population?

How is this site ranked relative to other sites?

What percentage of visits to this site come from a search engine?

Asecro

www.asecro.com/analytics/siteinfo/yourcompetitor.com
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1. Keyword a 15.53%

2. Keyword b 0.75%

3. Keyword c 0.33%

4. Keyword d 0.31%

5. Keyword e 0.23%

Keyword Percent of Search Traffic

yourcompetitor.com

How Popular is your website

88,513 108

Traffic Ranks

Global Rank Rank in your Country

Who visit your website

Who visit your website
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6,9346,934

Audience Demographics - how similar is this site's audience to the general internet population?

How is this site ranked relative to other sites?

What percentage of visits to this site come from a search engine?



Monitoring and optimizing your social media content is critical for developing a healthy social media strategy. As the world of social becomes increasingly crowded,

creating engaging content is becoming absolutely essential in order to stay visible. With Asecro “Web & SNS Marketing” you will be able to see what type of content

your fans find most engaging as well as the time of the day your target audience most engaged with your content.

SNS

Asecro

www.asecro.com/analytics/siteinfo/yourwebsite.com

https://www.facebook.com/yourfacebook

your social media site

Key Influencers

Details
Fans/Follower

Details
Fans/Follower

Timezone
(GMT+2)

Facebook Twitter Google+ Youtube Instagram

Last activityTotalComments

1. Facebook user 1 63 23 Jul 29, 2014 07:32:2686 details

2. Facebook user 2 25 19 Jul 29, 2014 07:32:2644 details

3. Facebook user 3 9 28 Jul 29, 2014 07:32:2637 details

4. Facebook user 4 24 11 Jul 29, 2014 07:32:2635 details

5. Facebook user 5 5 26 Jul 29, 2014 07:32:2631 details

6. Facebook user 6 6 23 Jul 29, 2014 07:32:2629 details

7. Facebook user 7 0 29 Jul 29, 2014 07:32:2629 details

Your Facebook Page

Your Facebook Page

Total number of Key Influencers: 9,391

Details
Fans/Follower

Timezone
(GMT+2)

Competitors Facebook Page 1

Details
Fans/Follower

Timezone
(GMT+2)

Competitors Facebook Page 2

Details
Fans/Follower

Timezone
(GMT+2)

Competitors Facebook Page 3

GO

PostsName#

Building and fully understanding your audience is essential for accelerating the effectiveness of any social media strategy or campaign. Monitor and analyze fan growth,

user activity, and distribution of fans, while also obtaining detailed information about the social users that are most engaged with your own brand or your competitors.

To make accessing and understanding your metrics easier and more useful, we’ve enhanced our tool with tighter integration of the latest Facebook insights. This

integration provides more metrics, some of which are provided in real-time. You will now be able to see your Facebook Insights and public metrics in one easy-to-read

dashboard. Moreover Social Visits Google Integration will enable you to see how your web traffic and social activity correlate



Succession of mouse clicks that each visitor makes. We will show you when and where a person came in to a site, all the pages viewed, the time spent on  each

page, and when and where they left. Taken all together, as aggregated statistics, clickstream info will tell you, on average, how long people spend on your site, and

how often they return. It will also tell you which pages are the most frequently viewed.

Click Data

Amazon

http://www.amazon.com/

Amazon

http://www.amazon.com/
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The most obvious reason for examining “click data” is to extract specific information about what people are doing on your site. Examining individual clickstreams will

give you the information you need to make content-related decisions without guessing. There is a wealth of information to be analyzed, you can examine visitor

clickstreams in conjunction with any of the information provided by a good stats program: visit durations, search terms, ISPs, countries, browsers, etc. The process

will give you insight into what your visitors are thinking.


